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ABSTRACT
The value of software inspection for uncovering defects early
in the development lifecycle has been well documented. Of the
various types of inspection methods published to date,
experiments have shown perspective-based inspection to be
one of the most effective, because of its enhanced coverage of
the defect space. However, inspections in general, and
perspective-based inspections in particular, have so far been
applied predominantly in the context of conventional
structured development methods, and then almost always to
textual artifacts, such as requirements documents or code
modules. Object oriented-models, particularly of the
graphical form, have so far not been adequately addressed by
inspection methods. This paper tackles this problem by first
discussing the difficulties involved in tailoring the
perspective-based inspection approach to object-oriented
development methods and, second, by presenting a
generalization of the approach which overcomes these
limitations. The new version of the approach is illustrated in
the context of UML-based object-oriented development.

Keywords
Software Inspection, Reading Techniques, Perspective-based
Inspection, Object-Orientation, Fusion, UML

1 INTRODUCTION
Since Fagan’s seminal work in 1976 [8], software inspection
has emerged as one of the most effective quality assurance
techniques in software engineering. Fagan, and others, have
shown that software inspection can lead to the detection and
correction of anywhere between 50 and 90 percent of the
defects in a software artifact [9], [11]. Moreover, since
inspections can uncover defects shortly after they are
introduced, rework costs (i.e., the costs associated with
correcting defects) are considerably reduced. On average, the
introduction of code inspection reduces rework costs by 39
percent and the introduction of design inspection reduces
rework costs by 44 percent [5].

A full inspection usually consists of numerous activities
including planning, defect detection, defect collection, and
defect correction. However, it is the defect detection activity,

or “reading” as it is commonly called, that is considered th
key part of an inspection [2] and which therefore needs to
supported with adequate reading techniques. Moreov
empirical evidence suggests that reading techniques rat
than inspection process variations have the biggest impac
inspection effectiveness [22].

Several kinds of reading techniques have been defined in
literature, the simplest of which is the ad-hoc readin
approach [8]. As its name implies, this technique provides
explicit advice as to how to proceed, or what specifically
look for, during the reading activity, so inspectors must reso
to their own intuition and experience to determine how to g
about an inspection. A significant improvement over the a
hoc approach is the so called checklist approach [11], in wh
an inspector is at least given a list of questions to answer. T
checklist-based technique thus gives inspectors advice ab
what to look for in an inspection.

The next level of sophistication is offered by scenario-bas
reading techniques [2]. The basic idea of a scenario-ba
reading technique is the use of so called scenarios that desc
how to go about finding the required information, as well a
whatthat information should look like. In doing so, scenario
based reading techniques assign clear responsibilities
inspectors and require each of them to take an active role in
inspection. In these two ways, they are similar to active desi
reviews suggested by Parnas and Weiss [21] for the inspec
of design artifacts. However, active design reviews provid
little if any guidance to inspectors about how to perform th
reading activity.

Of the several families of scenario-based reading techniqu
defined to date [3], [6], [23], experiments have shown th
Perspective-Based Reading (PBR)1 technique to be among the
most effective. The basic idea behind this approach is
inspect an artifact from the perspectives of its individu
“customers”, with the assumption that collectively these w
increase the coverage of the defect space. In doing so, the P
technique synthesizes ideas that have already appeare
previous articles on software inspection, but have never be
worked out in detail. For example, Fagan [8] reports that
piece of code should be inspected by its real tester, wh
Fowler [10] suggests that each inspection participant sho

1.In the context of this paper, we use the term “perspective-based
spection” to refer to inspection processes that adopt the PBR te
nique for defect detection.
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take a particular point of view when examining the work
product. Graden et al. [12] state that inspectors must denote
the perspective (customer, requirements, design, test,
maintenance) from which they have evaluated the deliverable.
Such viewpoint-oriented approaches follow the current
thinking on quality: everybody, even someone internal to an
analysis, design, or coding process, is considered to be a
customer and also has customers [17]. Since customers are
interested in different quality factors or see the same quality
factor quite differently [20], a software artifact needs to be
inspected from each customer’s viewpoint.

Unfortunately, software inspections in general, and
perspective-based inspections in particular, have been used
primarily in connection with textual artifacts resulting from
conventional structured development processes, such as
requirements documents or code modules. Object-oriented
artifacts, particularly of the graphical from, have so far not
been adequately addressed by inspection methods. This
represents a problem for two reasons. First, over the past
decade object-oriented development methods have replaced
conventional structured methods as the embodiment of in
software development, and are now the approach of choice in
most new software development projects. Inspection methods
that are limited to conventional structured methods, therefore,
will become less and less relevant as these methods are
superseded. Second, despite its many beneficial features, low
defect density is not one of the strong points of the object-
oriented paradigm. On the contrary, some empirical studies
have shown that object-oriented artifacts are more error-prone
than functional ones [13], [14]. At least one reason for this
situation is that most of the leading object-oriented
development methods [4], [7], [24] lack comprehensive
reading techniques for inspection. Object-oriented methods
would, therefore, benefit enormously from the availability of
such techniques. We believe systematic, viewpoint-based
inspection approaches, such as the perspective-based
inspection approach, offers one of the best ways of
accommodating the complexity of object-oriented systems.

This papers aims to address the need for more mature
inspection approaches in object-oriented development by
generalizing the perspective-based inspection approach to
handle a wider range of development artifacts. To this end,
section 2 first identifies the limitations in the current
formulation of the PBR approach that prevent it from being
easily applicable in an object-oriented context. Section 3 then
presents a more general version of PBR which addresses the
identified shortcomings. Section 4 follows with an illustration
of how this can be applied in the context of a UML-based
object-oriented development project. Finally, Section 5
concludes.

2 LIMITATIONS OF THE CURRENT FORMULA-
TION OF PERSPECTIVE-BASED READING

To date, there have been two published applications of the
PBR technique. The original publication on PBR [3] describes
NASA’s use of the technique for the inspection of
requirements specifications, while the second [19] details how
a car parts manufacturing company applied the PBR technique
for the inspection of source code. While both of these
publications provided a useful working description of the PBR

concept, they were more concerned with the experimen
validation of the underlying viewpoint premise than o
providing a generally applicable definition of the techniqu
They consequently adopted an interpretation of PBR whi
best suited the immediate needs of the application in ha
rather than focused on the subtleties involved in applying t
principle to a wide range of different development artifacts

From these publications, it is possible to distil the followin
working definition of the technique. In essence, the basic go
of PBR is:

"to read a software artifact from the perspectives of th
artifact's various customers for the purpose of identifyin
defects.”

As an abstract concept, this definition is simple and cle
enough. The limitations in the current formulation of PBR
arise not from this definition per se, but rather from the way
which researchers and practitioners interpret the key ter
“defect”, “customer”, “artifact”, and “to read”. Although the
existing interpretations of these terms work quite well in th
current publications, they are too “loose” for PBR to b
applied effectively in an object-oriented context. To bett
understand the difficulties, we elaborate upon the vario
interpretations in the following subsections before tacklin
these issues by presenting more concise definitions.

Interpretation of “Defect”
In the current formulation of PBR the term “defect” has no
been precisely defined. In most existing inspection metho
such as [8], [21], a defect is usually interpreted solely as a fa
in a software document that must be detected and repaire
order for the software artifact to be correct. Such a
interpretation, however, limits software inspection, an
perspective-based inspection in particular, to correctness
the only quality factor. However, this focus on correctness (
the lack thereof) is unnecessarily restrictive. For example, t
maintainer of an artifact is not only interested in it
correctness, but also in the extent to which it embodies go
design practice and the ease with which it can be modifie
From such a perspective, an artifact might be correct, but m
be considered defective because it is too poorly construc
for maintenance purposes.

Definition of Perspectives
The use of the term “customer” in the current formulation o
PBR causes two difficulties. First, a customer is usually
consumer, or recipient, of an entity, so the use of this term
define perspectives implies that an artifact is to be read o
from the viewpoint of “recipients” of the artifact. However, the
creators or developers of an artifact usually have just as mu
interest in its quality as the recipients or consumers.

Second, the word “customer” also has an implication
immediacy in a relationship which does not always apply
the context of software development. Often participants w
could not reasonably be viewed as customers also have
interest in the quality of an artifact. For example, in Basili e
al. [3] a “User” is presented as an example of a perspect
from which to inspect a requirements document. However, c
a “User” really be regarded as a customer (i.e., immedia
consumer or recipient) of a requirements document? N
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really. Users often do not even see the requirements document
used to define a system.

In fact, in the examples given to date, all the perspectives are
defined with respect to standard roles in a software project, not
necessarily with respect to the immediate customers of the
artifact. If anything, these perspective are defined with respect
to the customers of the “system” as a whole rather than to the
specific artifact under examination.

Artifacts versus Descriptions
The problem of how to define the perspectives from which to
read an artifact is related to the deeper question of how the
artifacts themselves are defined. Software is unique among
engineering products in that strictly speaking it has no
concrete material manifestation. Whereas a civil engineer, for
example, can inspect the actual elements of a bridge that
results from his endeavours, or a mechanical engineer can
inspect the actual elements of an engine that he builds, a
software engineer cannot actually look at a piece of a software
system per se. He or she can only inspect representations, or
descriptions1 of the software product, such as design models
or source code.

Such a description of an artifact can be viewed as a reification
of the artifact which makes it tangible. Reification is a part of
the software development process and encompasses the
activities of describing artifacts, providing them in the form of
physical documents and packaging them.

It is not necessary to distinguish between software artifacts
and their descriptions in contexts where the following two
conditions both hold:

1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between an artifact
and its description.

2. An artifact has a fairly concrete manifestation in the final
delivered software product.

However, in circumstances where these are not true the
distinction is extremely important, and in fact is critical to the
effective formulation of software inspection in general, and
perspective-based inspection in particular. Both of these
conditions were true in the two existing applications in which
PBR has been used to date. In [3] there is a one-to-one
correspondence between a requirements document and the
system, and the latter obviously has a concrete manifestation
in the delivered product - in fact, it “is” the delivered product.
Similarly, in [19] there is a one-to-one correspondence
between source code modules and functions, and the latter can
readily be identified in delivered executables. As a
consequence, the current version of PBR was formulated
under the assumption that these conditions are valid. Figure 1
illustrates this concept. It indicates that no distinction is made
between a software artifact and its description (because there
is assumed to be only a single description for each artifact)
when defining the perspectives from which to perform the
inspection.

Especially in the design phase of a project, however, there
often a many-to-many relationship between the artifacts th
form part of a diagram, and their various descriptions. F
example, in SA/SD a given function can appear in various da
flow diagrams or structure charts (i.e., can have vario
descriptions), and conversely each such diagram can con
various functions (i.e., various artifacts). Hence, this is
many-to-many relationship. Similarly in most object-oriente
methods [4], [7], [24], a given abstraction, such as a class
object, can be described in many class diagrams, and a c
diagram can contain many classes.

Moreover, modern development philosophies, such as obje
orientation, incorporate abstractions which have no concr
realization in the final delivered software. With most objec
oriented languages, for example, even classes have
existence in the final system, and these are much m
concrete than other abstractions, such as abstract clas
which play an important role in many object-oriente
languages.

Reading as Part of the Development Process
The reading process, and the scenarios which describe it,
of course one of the key elements of the PBR approach.
reading scenario tells an inspector how to go about reading
artifact from a particular perspective and what to look for. I
the current formulation of PBR, the "reading" scenarios place
a significant emphasis on the “creation” of models as well as
on theiranalysis. For example, Basili et al. [3] state that "eac
reader produces some physical model which can be analy
to answer questions based on the perspective. For example
team member reading from the perspective of the tester wo
design a set of tests for a potential test plan, the team mem
reading from the perspective of the developer would devel
a high-level design, and the team member representing
user would create a user manual".

There are two difficulties with this formulation of PBR. The
first is that it stretches the word “reading” beyond its natur
meaning. “Reading” implies the systematic examination of a
artifact’s description to extract and gain certain informatio
for a particular purpose (e.g., for detecting defects etc
However, a construction activity which corresponds to a maj
phase of a development process, such as the creation of a h
level design, would seem to go beyond simply “reading.”

The second, and more serious, problem arises when
artifact that an inspector is required to create would norma
be created anyway, even in the absence of inspections. It se
reasonable that the inspector should be responsible

1.Various terms could have been used here, such as model, represen-
tation, or document, but we chose to use the word description
since it best conveys the idea of something that can be graphical
or textual.

Figure 1: Assumption of PBR

Customer

Artifact =
Description

perspective defined
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creating artifacts which are used solely for the purpose of
inspections, but when an artifact would be created anyway
(perhaps just at a different point in the process) it seems
questionable to assign this responsibility to the inspector.
However, all the examples of "physical" models given in the
existing publications on PBR, such as those cited in the
previous section, involve entities which are generally regarded
as products of a software development project irrespective of
whether PBR is being used. A high-level design, for example,
is something that would normally be generated by a designer
as a part of a normal development process. If PBR requires an
inspector to generate this artifact as part of the reading process
in an inspection, this must mean one of two things:

1. either the inspector is duplicating activities performed by
others. For example, the inspector creates a design for the
purpose of inspection which is later recreated by the
designer for the purpose of implementation, or

2. the inspector is performing activities which are normally
assigned to others. For example, the task of creating a
high-level design is normal performed by a designer
rather than an inspector.

3 A GENERALIZED VERSION OF PERSPECTIVE-
BASED READING

In this section we discuss ways of overcoming the difficulties
identified in the previous section, and present a more general
version of PBR which we believe contains the optimal set of
solutions to the identified issues. By addressing these
problems we aim to place the PBR technique on a more sound
footing, and make it scaleable to a larger range of development
artifacts and paradigms. The essence of this new version of
PBR is captured by the following working definition. The
basic goal of PBR is to:

"examine the various descriptions of a software artifact from
the perspectives of the artifact's various stakeholders for the
purpose of identifying flaws."

In the following subsections we explain the rationale for this
generalized definition of PBR by addressing, in turn, each of
the problems identified in the previous subsections.

Interpretation of “Defect”
To enable PBR to realize its full potential it is necessary to
remove the narrow focus on defects used in the current PBR
formulation. The most obvious way of achieving this is to
redefine the word “defect” to reflect the broadened
interpretation. However, since this term has such a well
established and accepted meaning [15], we prefer to introduce
a new term which subsumes the established concept. A “flaw”
is defined to be:

“any property of an artifact or description which stops it from
meeting its quality requirements.”

This definition recognizes the importance of all the quality
factors which may be important for a software artifact [20],
while still accommodating the traditional focus on defects
[16]. A defect is simply viewed as a special form of flaw in
which the quality criterion is correctness. By defining the goal
of PBR in terms of flaws rather than just defects, other quality
shortcoming can be the focus of an inspection. For example,

the failure to meet particular coupling or cohesio
requirements in the design of an artifact might be a flaw
interest to a maintainer.

Definition of Perspectives
The problems arising from the use of the word “customer”
define the perspectives can be easily solved by replacin
with the word “stakeholder”. This word not only
accommodates the creators of an artifact as valid perspect
from which it can be examined, but it also removes th
immediacy implied by the word “customer”. Thus, a
stakeholder can be any party interested in the quality of
artifact, whether it be a software engineer playing a tradition
process role, or creators and customers of the artifact who h
a much more immediate role in its production an
consumption.

Artifacts versus Descriptions
As mentioned in the previous section, the assumption that
artifact and its description are identical (or at least in a one-
one correspondence) is not generally valid. More often, the
is a one-to-many or a many-to-many relationship betwe
artifacts and descriptions. Consider, for example, artifacts th
typically appear in an object-oriented system, such as clas
or methods. During analysis and design these artifacts are e
described through a collection of diagrams (e.g., use-ca
diagrams, class diagrams, statecharts diagrams e
Similarly, a given instance of these types of diagrams typica
describes numerous classes and/or methods. Thus, the
usually a many-to-many relationships between the artifa
and the various descriptions of the artifacts.

In the absence of a one-to-one relationship, it is no long
possible to regard an artifact and its description as a sin
entity. Therefore, a major step in generalizing PBR is
explicitly recognize the distinction between software artifac
(e.g., systems, subsystems, classes, functions, obje
attributes) and their descriptions (e.g., class diagrams, use c
diagrams, code modules etc.) and to define the read
technique accordingly.

Separating artifacts from their descriptions, however, rais
the difficult question of how the inspection perspective
should be defined. In the previous formulation of PBR, th
was not an issue because a software artifact and its descrip
were regarded as a single entity, so the stakeholders w
obviously defined with respect to this entity. However, whe
artifacts and descriptions are regarded as separated entitie
is no longer clear what the inspection perspectives should
defined with respect to. Both alternatives are actually feasib

As illustrated in Figure 2, the so called “artifact-oriented
approach regards artifacts as the units of inspection, and
perspectives are defined with respect to the artifacts. What t
means in practice is that an inspection is organized around,
focuses upon, a software abstraction, such as a class, an o
or a method. In contrast, as illustrated in Figure 3, in the
called “description-oriented” approach, it is the description
that are regarded as the units of inspection from which
define the inspection perspectives. What this means in prac
is that an inspection is organized around, and focuses upo
particular software description, such as a class diagram, a u
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case diagram or a source code element.

At first sight the description-oriented approach might appear
to be the more natural, because it is the descriptions which are
inspected. It seems strange to organize an inspection around
artifacts which, by definition, can not actually be directly
inspected. However, there are three reasons why we believe
that the apparently counterintuitive artifact-oriented approach
is actually the most effective.

First, the ultimate goal of any quality assurance activity, such
as perspective-based inspection, is to ensure the quality of the
final artifact, that is, the quality of the final software system
and its components. In this respect, the descriptions of these
artifacts are only of secondary importance, and only provide
a means to an end. Second, although the relationship between
artifacts and descriptions is in general many-to-many, an
artifact usually has far fewer descriptions than a description
has artifacts. For example, in an object-oriented development
project, an artifact, such as a class or an operation, typically
has between five and ten different descriptions. However,
certain kinds of descriptions, such as class diagrams, may
describe dozens of artifacts (e.g., classes). This asymmetry in
the relationship cardinalities makes it a much more daunting
task to organize inspections around descriptions rather than
artifacts. Finally, defining perspectives with respect to
descriptions can be unnatural for certain roles. For example,
how can you inspect a class diagram from the perspective of
a tester, when a class diagram cannot be tested? This implies
that the perspectives (i.e., stakeholders) should not be defined
with respect to descriptions.

This reasoning assumes that the relationship between artifacts
and descriptions is well defined. In other words, given an
artifact, the development method makes it clear which
descriptions contain information about that artifact. Both

approaches still work if the relationship is less well define
but the successful completion of an inspection becomes mu
more difficult, since it is easy to miss information which ca
be critical for determining the quality of the artifact, o
alternatively, it may take excessive effort to locate all th
appropriate information (i.e., to find all the relevan
descriptions).

Although this discussion might seem somewh
philosophical, it is fundamental not only for perspective-bas
inspection but for inspection techniques in general. Howev
we have found little discussion on this issue in the literatu
(e.g., [8], [18], [21]). Most existing inspection methods see
to make no distinction between an artifact and its description

Reading as Part of the Development Process
The perspective-based approach to inspection requires
inspector to gather and understand significant amounts
information about the artifact under consideration. Howeve
it is not importantwhocreates the descriptions from which thi
information is obtained. Of greater significance iswhenthe
required descriptions are created.

The problems in the current formulation of PBR with respe
to the development process can therefore be largely addres
by returning the responsibility for creating the majority o
descriptions back to development engineers, and focusing
reading activity on the extraction and examination o
information rather than on the creation of descriptions. This
not a black/white solution because the extraction
information itself can be interpreted as creating ne
descriptions (i.e., collections or presentations of information
However, by applying the principle that inspectors, as part
the reading technique, should only create new description
they would not normally be created, a reasonable a
practicable separation of concerns is achieved. The creatio
descriptions or artifacts that would normally be created ev
in the absence of inspections should be left to the usu
development engineer (e.g., designer, tester etc.). In sm
projects this may actually turn out to be the same person as
inspector (i.e., one person playing two roles), but this does n
diminish the value of conceptually separating concerns. If,
support inspections, a description or artifact needs to
created earlier than it normally would be (e.g., a test case) t
can be reflected in the corresponding scenario by requiring
inspector to “arrange for” the description to be created,
some equivalent language. This ensures that the descriptio
createdwhenit is needed for the inspection, but still enable
the actual work of creation to be performed by someone oth
than the inspector.

To support this approach, a more general form of scena
structure is required. As depicted in Figure 4, we suggest t
this new form of scenario should consist of three maj
sections: introduction, instructions and questions. Th
structure is similar to the one described in the curre
formulation of PBR, the difference being in the conten

Figure 2: Artifact-oriented Approach
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Figure 3: Description-oriented Approach
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particularly of the instructions and questions sections.

The introduction describes the stakeholder’s interest in the
artifact and explains the quality factors most relevant for this
perspective.

The instructions describe what kind of descriptions an
inspector is to use, how to read the descriptions, and how to
extract the appropriate information from them. While
identifying, reading, and extracting information, inspectors
may already be able to detect some flaws. However, the
primary goal of the instructions are three-fold: First,
instructions help an inspector gain a focused understanding of
the artifact. Understanding involves the assignment of
meaning to a particular description and is a necessary
prerequisite for detecting more subtle and more difficult flaws,
which are often the expensive ones to remove if detected in
later development phases. Second, the instructions require an
inspector to actively work with the descriptions. Finally, the
attention of an inspector is focused on the most relevant
information, which avoids the swamping of inspectors with
unnecessary details.

Once an inspector has achieved an understanding of the
artifact, he or she can examine and judge whether the artifact
as described fulfils the required quality factors. For making
this judgement an inspector is supported by a set of questions
which are answered while following the instructions. Hence,
instructions and questions are framed together in a procedural
manner. Defining the content of a scenario in this manner is in
line with a more natural definition of “reading”, which is the
systematic examination of an artifact’s descriptions to gather
certain information for a particular purpose.

The success of the PBR technique relies on the ability of
software engineers not only to follow existing PBR scenarios
but to create new scenarios. This might be because of the need
to accommodate new stakeholders or new artifact types. In the
process of scenario creation, the first thing that needs to be
determined is what type of artifact is to form the unit of
inspection. This largely depends on the nature of the
underlying development method. In function-oriented
development methods, typical artifact types may be systems,
subsystems, components, modules, or functions. In object-
oriented development approaches typical artifact types are
classes, objects, and operations (i.e., methods) as well as
systems, subsystems and modules.

Once the inspected artifact has been determined, the next step
is to define the required scenarios. To do this the scenario

developer can follow the process explained below:

1. The first process step is to identify the types of descri
tions that contain pertinent information about a particul
artifact. This may be textual descriptions, such as textu
design documents, or graphical models. It may be pos
ble to identify them with the help of a product or proces
model since those define the descriptions that must
created for each artifact as part of the developme
method.

2. The second step is to specify the various stakehold
that have a vested interest in the artifact under inspectio
As a starting point, the scenario developer may look
stakeholders that have a particular role in the softwa
development process. These roles may be the produce
a preceding description of the artifact (if existing), th
producer of a subsequent description of the artifact
existing), the tester, and the maintainer. The user of t
artifact as well as domain experts may be helpful as we
Each of these represents a different (technical) persp
tive on the inspected artifact. If a description is not o
interest to any stakeholder, its value to the overall so
ware development process is questionable.

3. For each of the perspectives, a scenario developer ide
fies what type of description and what kind of informa
tion in the descriptions is most important for a particula
stakeholder (e.g., to perform his or her role in the sof
ware development process), how to identify, and how
extract this kind of information. For this, the scenari
developer may interview the different stakeholders.

4. Once this has been performed, the scenario develo
sets up the introduction part of the scenario by describi
the interests of a stakeholder. Then, he or she develo
instructions about how to identify and extract th
required information. The granularity should hav
enough detail for an inspector to follow the given instruc
tions step by step. Furthermore, it is important to som
how make inspectors document the extracted informati
(e.g., marking them with a coloured pen or writing part
of the information down). This captures what informa
tion an inspector has checked, for possible repetition a
later stage.

5. The fifth and final step in defining a scenario is to set u
the questions an inspector is to answer based on
extracted information and the understanding of the ar
fact he or she has achieved. Characteristics of typic
problems in a particular environment, illustrated by flaw
distributions, are useful information for developing th
questions since they are often typical representatives
problems in an environment. However, only those que
tions are to be included in a scenario that an inspector c
answer with the understanding he or she can achie
based on the extracted information.

This process describes in a generic manner how to iden
perspectives and how to create an initial set of scenarios. T
crafted scenarios are generic in the sense that they can
reused for the inspections of the same kind of artifact with
or even across projects. In practice, scenarios are rarely if e
defined completely from scratch, but are typically adapte

Figure 4: Content and Structure of a PBR Scenario

PBR - Scenario
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.....
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2.....? }
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following the instructions

}
Introduction explaining the
stakeholder’s interest in the
artifact
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from previous scenarios based on the experience gained from
applying them.

Armed with this enhanced version of PBR, including a
prescriptive process for setting up as well as executing the
reading process, we are now in a position to illustrate how PBR
can be applied to object-oriented development artifacts.

4 PERSPECTIVE-BASED READING IN OBJECT-
ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT

As mentioned in the previous section, in development
methods which allow an artifact to have multiple descriptions,
and vice versa, PBR is much more effective when the mapping
between the artifacts and descriptions is well defined. In other
words, for every artifact that might be the subject of an
inspection, it should be clear which descriptions (e.g., models,
documents) contain information about that artifact. Of the
leading object-oriented methods in widespread use, the one
which comes closest to meeting this goal is the Fusion method
[7]. Fusion is very precise about what specific models should
be created as part of an object-oriented development project,
and what information these models should contain. In
contrast, most other leading object-oriented methods are
vague about what models to produce and the extent of their
information content. As a consequence, when inspecting an
artifact it is not easy to ensure that all the information (i.e.,
models) describing properties of the artifact have been found
and checked. Fusion also has the advantage that it uses a mix
of textual and graphical models, and therefore reinforces the
idea that the descriptions used and identified for perspective-
based inspection can be of any kind. For these reasons, we use
Fusion as the basis of the example. However, in view of the
ubiquity and importance of the recently standardized Unified
Modelling Language (UML) [25] we use the UML notation
instead of Fusion’s own notation by adopting the substitution
strategy defined in [1]. This does not affect the ideas conveyed
in the example. On the contrary, it should make them
accessible to a wider audience.

Point of Sale System
The example is part of apoint of salesystem which is
responsible for keeping track of the merchandise sold in a
store, and handling the purchase of this merchandise. The
main components of the system are thecentral control point,
from which managers observe and enter merchandise
information, thedatabase, which stores the merchandise and
sales information, and thecheck-out control points, each of
which handles the sales from a particular check-out point. The
system also interacts with external objects, such as acredit
card validation database, to determine whether a credit card
is valid. In the example, we focus on part of the functionality
of a check-out controller component, specifically, the
operation which deals with the credit card validation
information obtained from acredit card database.

The Fusion method draws a strict boundary between the
analysis and design phases of a development project. In the
analysis phase, a system (or major subsystem, such as a check
out control point) is described in terms of two main models: a

class diagram (or object model as it is called in Fusion), a
an interface model. In this example, the class diagra
describes the different classes of relevance to thecheck out
control point and how they are related to each other. Th
interface model is actually composed of two distinc
submodels: the life-cycle model and the operation model, b
of which are textual in nature. The life-cycle model identifie
the operations which the subsystem exports (and thus ha
implement) and describes acceptable execution sequence
them. The operation model provides a detailed declarat
description of each of these operations in terms
preconditions and postconditions. Each individual operati
description is termed an “operation schema” in Fusion. Figu
5 shows the operation schema for the operati
“validation_result” which is responsible for dealing with the
information provided by a credit card validation database
response to a prior request for a card check. As shown
Figure 5, a Fusion operation schema has seven so ca
“clauses”. Apart from the name of the operation, whic
appears in the first clause, called “Operation”, the two mo
important clauses are the “Assumes” clause and the “Res
clause. The first of these is a Boolean condition which sta
what must be true for the operation to be guaranteed to exec
correctly, and the second is a Boolean condition whi
describes what becomes true as a result of the opera
executing correctly. Both the preconditions (Assumes clau
and the post condition (Result clause) are written in terms
the entities modelled in the class diagram for the subsyst
being analysed. The relevant part of the class diagram is sho
in Figure 6.

The purpose of the “Reads”, “Changes”, and “Sends” claus
is to define the scope of the operation by summarizing cert
crucial pieces of information from the “Assumes” an
“Results” clauses. The “Reads” clause identifies th
information which the operation needs in order to do its jo
but does not change. Parameters preceded with the keyw
“supplied” are passed from the environment as input. T
“Changes” clause, on the other hand, identifies those ite
which the operation may changes as it does its job. These
the entities in the subsystem which record the effects of t
operation. The “Sends” clause lists the messages which
subsystem sends to other entities in its environment when
performing the operation. The final clause, “Description
simply gives an informal description of the operation’s effec

Figure 5: Operation Schema
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and assumptions.

The operation schema in Figure 5 indicates that the purpose of
thevalidation_resultoperation is to complete a payment by a
credit card. The Reads clause indicates that the operation
requires three pieces of information to function, one called
validof typeBoolean, one calledcreditof typeInteger, and the
third is thetotal attribute of the objectBill . The fact that these
parameters are both preceded by the keyword “supplied”
indicates that they are provided by the environment. The
Changes clause indicates that this operation has no effect on
the state of the system, while the sends clause indicates that the
operation causes the system to send four messages,invalidand
insufficient_Creditto the objectdisplay, opento the objecttill ,
and completed_saleto the object database. An empty
Assumes clause, as in this case, actually corresponds to the
valueTrue. This means that the operation has no precondition
and is therefore guaranteed to succeed under all
circumstances. Finally, the Result clause indicates the
conditions under which the operation sends the various
messages depending on the values of the items in the reads
clause.

The Fusion design phase requires a completely distinct set of
descriptions (i.e., models) to be created. Several of these have
been superseded with the advent of the UML, but the most
important type of design diagram in Fusion, the object
interaction diagram, has merely been renamed in the UML to
collaboration diagram. Fusion requires a separate
collaboration diagram to be created for each operation
identified in the analysis phase. The purpose of this diagram is
to describe how the effects of the operation are achieved
through the interaction of a group of objects. Figure 7 shows
a collaboration diagram for thevalidation_resultoperation
specified in Figure 5.

In a sense, a collaboration diagram of the form illustrated in
Figure 7 gives a partial, graphical description of the algorithm
used by the operation to fulfil its responsibilities. The notation
provided by the UML allows conditions and branches to be
described which determine the execution of the operation

according to the values of the input parameters or the state
the system. However, because this algorithmic information
only partial, Fusion recommends that it be supplemented w
a regular pseudocode description of the form illustrated
Figure 8.

Another important description in the Fusion method is the da
dictionary. This is not shown here, but it is essentially a tab
containing textual descriptions of each artifact modelled in t
system.

Inspecting the Operation “Validation_Result”
The first task in setting up an inspection is to define precise
which type of software artifact will be the subject of the
inspection. In this example, it is the“validation_result”
operation of the check out point subsystem. In other words,
“artifact” in our example is the“validation_result” operation.
Of course, this is only one of the many operations of the po
of sale system, each of which should be inspected individual

Once the type of the artifact has been determined, the proc
described in the previous section can be used to define
reading scenarios. According to this process, the first step i
identify the relevant description types of the artifact. In ou
case, these are the operation’s schema, the class diagram
operation’s collaboration diagram, the operation
pseudocode description, and the data dictionary.

The next step is to define the stakeholders that have an inte
in the quality of the artifact, and thus represent a perspect
from which to inspect it. Any person, or role, which is in som
way affected by the artifact’s quality, however remote, ca
serve as the basis of an inspection perspective. In this exam
we will consider the typical stakeholders used in perspectiv
based inspection, which are defined in terms of the roles in
development process. Hence, the stakeholders we conside
requirements engineer, designer, and tester. This list is
exhaustive, but serves to illustrate how the PBR approa
would function in an object-oriented project.

The next step is to identify which of the description types a
of relevance to the different perspectives. This information
best captures in a table, as illustrated in Table 1.

The final step is to define the actual scenarios, one for ea
perspective. Obviously due to space limitations it is n

Figure 6: Class Diagram

Figure 7: Collaboration Diagram

Requirements
Engineer

Designer Tester Maintainer

Operation Schema ✔ ✔ ✔

Class Diagram ✔

Collaboration Diagram ✔ ✔

Operation Pseudocode ✔ ✔ ✔

Data Dictionary ✔

Table 1: Assignment of Perspectives to Descriptions

Figure 8: Operation Pseudocode
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possible to show complete scenarios in their full generality,
since these typically run into several pages. Instead we aim to
illustrate the essence of what a scenario would look like.

Reading from the Perspective of a Requirements Engineer
The concern of the requirements engineer is to ensure that the
specification of the operation at the end of the analysis phase
is complete and error free. In particular this means that there
must be no inconsistencies between the various analysis
models that carry information relevant to the operation. The
requirements engineer’s scenario, therefore, describes the
activities that need to be performed, and the precise constraints
that must be checked, in order to be confident that no
inconsistencies exist. Figure 9 depicts the requirements
engineer scenario.

The careful application of this scenario would reveal the
following inconsistency between the operation schema and
the class diagram. The operation schema uses an attribute of
Bill called total to determine when to send particular
messages, but in the class diagram, no such attribute exists.
Instead there is an attribute calledsum. This inconsistency
would be revealed by the first question in the scenario, and
obviously would need to be corrected in one or other of the
descriptions.

Reading from the Perspective of a Designer
The task of the designer is to define how the required
behaviour specified in the operation schema is to be achieved
in terms of interactions between objects in the system. When
inspecting from the perspective of the designer, therefore, the
goal is to ensure that the various descriptions of this
interaction are consistent with one another. Figure 10 depicts
the designer’s scenario.

The careful application of the designer scenario would reveal
the following inconsistency between the operation schema
and the collaboration diagram forvalidation_result. The
schema indicates that under certain circumstances the
messageopenshould be sent to the objecttill . However, no
such message appears in the collaboration diagram. In fact,till
has no incoming message at all. Instead a message calledopen
is sent to the objectBill at the exact point in the algorithm when
it should be sent totill . This is obviously a mistake in the

collaboration diagram that needs to be corrected.

Reading from the Perspective of a Tester
The concern of the tester is to ensure that the operation
defined in a way that is testable. The basic idea, therefore
for the inspector to work through various test cases, and
ensure that the descriptions of the operation are correct w
respect to these test cases. Traditional testing concepts are
highly applicable here, such as black box/white box testin
equivalence class partitioning, etc. Figure 11 depicts t
tester’s scenario.

The careful application of the tester scenario would reveal t
following defect in the pseudo code description of th
operation. Analysis of the branch conditions in the inner “if
statement indicates that certain allowed values of the inp
value credit are not catered for in the branching structure
namely, the situation wherecreditis less than thetotalattribute
of bill . While this is unfortunate for the customer concerne
it is nevertheless a valid situation which must be catered f
The algorithm must, therefore, be corrected.

Reading from the Perspective of a Maintainer
The task of a maintainer is to ensure the maintainability of t
system. In practice this means that the complexity of th
operation’s design needs to kept to a minimum, and tha
should adhere to well established design principles formula
to maximize maintainability. Figure 12 depicts the

Figure 9: Scenario for Req. Engineer’s Perspective

Assume you are inspecting an operation from the perspective of a requirements
engineer. The main concern of a requirements engineer is to ensure the
consistency of the various descriptions of the operation in the analysis models.
High quality therefore corresponds to few inconsistencies. The development
products which are of relevance are the operation’s schema, the class diagram
and the data dictionary. Follow the instructions below and answer the questions
carefully.
Locate the analysis class diagram, the data dictionary and the schema for the
operation under inspection. Identify the clauses and highlight them with a pen.
Carefully examine the clauses in the operation schema to ensure that they refer
only to concepts that appear in the class diagram or the data dictionary. Then
examine the clauses to ensure that the functionality of the operation is fully
defined and that there are no inconsistencies.
While following these instructions answer the following questions:

1. Is every class, attribute or association named in the operation schema
defined in the class diagram?

2. Is every type named in the operation schema defined in the data diction-
ary?

3. Are the initial conditions for starting up a function clear and correct?
4. Are the effects of a function specified under all possible circumstances?

Figure 10: Scenario for Designer’s Perspective

Assume you are inspecting a system operation from the perspective of a
designer. The main task of a designer is to describe how the operation meet i
responsibilities in terms of interactions between objects. High quality is
determined by correctness of the design with respect to the specification, and th
satisfaction of performance goals.
Locate the collaboration diagram, the pseudocode description and the schem
for the operation. For each possible outcome of the postcondition, ensure that th
appropriate messages are dispatched between the appropriate objects to achi
the desired goal. Mark the outcome as well as the message with a coloured pe
Check that the outcomes and the messages described in the pseudocode and
collaboration diagram are consistent.
While following these instructions answer the following questions:

1. For every message that is defined in the operation schema, is there a co
responding message sent in the collaboration diagram

2. For every attribute that is changed in the operation schema, is an appropr
ate message sent to the corresponding object in the collaboration dia-
gram?

3. Are there any discrepancies between the algorithms defined in the collab
oration diagram and the pseudocode description?

Assume you are inspecting an operation from the perspective of a tester. Th
main goal of a tester is to ensure the soundness of an operation. High quality thu
corresponds to correctness and robustness. You will need to analyse test cases
the operation, so if they are not available arrange for them to be created. A te
case consists of a set of input values plus a set of output values and/or sta
changes expected for each combination of values. Follow the instructions belo
and answer the questions carefully.
Locate the operation schema and the pseudo code description for the operati
under inspection. In the operation schema, identify the parameters which ar
preceded by the “supplied” keyword. Identify the equivalence classes for thes
parameters, and also the attributes named in the “reads” clause and docume
them. Using these equivalence classes, identify the minimal set of test case
needed to fully exercise the functional interface of the operation. In the
pseudocode description of the operation identify every conditional branch o
loop which represents an execution branch. Identify an additional set of test cas
which ensure that each branch would be executed.
While following the instructions answer the following questions

1. Do the branches in the pseudocode description match the condition out-
comes in the operation schema?

2. Are all possible sets of input values properly addressed by the operation
schema and the pseudocode description?

3. Are operations preconditions indicated?

Figure 11: Scenario for Tester’s Perspective
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maintainer’s scenario.

5 CONCLUSION
Inspections have become an indispensable tool in the quest for
higher quality software systems. However, even the more
advanced inspection techniques, such as perspective-based
inspection, have failed to fully make the transition from
traditional structured development methods to more modern
software approaches, such as object-oriented development.
These development methods consequently have a major
weakness in the area of systematic inspection.

In this paper, we have tackled this problem by first clearly
identifying and elaborating the reasons why existing
inspection methods, such as perspective-based inspection, are
currently not formulated in a way that enables them to be
scaled-up to meet the inspections needs of a wider range of
artifacts and methods, and then by defining a generalized
version of the PBR approach which addresses these problems.
Most of the ideas embodied in this new approach are not
limited to PBR, but should be of value to a wide range of
inspection techniques. The main motivation for this work,
however, was the support of more mature inspection
techniques in object-oriented development. To demonstrate
that the generalized PBR approach meets this goal, an
example was presented which illustrates how the approach
would be used in the context of a UML-based object-oriented
development project.

Researchers and practitioners may benefit from this work in
two ways. First, by providing a practical and concrete
definition of PBR, researchers have a solid base upon which to
perform quantitative investigations of the benefits of
perspective-based inspection in future. Second, practitioners
are provided with concrete advice on how to instantiate the
generalized version of PBR for the inspection of object-
oriented artifacts, especially in the early phases of
development. Considering the lack of quality assurance
techniques for object-oriented analysis and design
descriptions, we believe this paper makes a step in filling this
gap. Furthermore, practitioners can leverage their existing
inspection approaches with a systematic reading technique
even for artifacts developed according to conventional
structured development methods.
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Figure 12: Scenario for Maintainer’s Perspective

Assume you are inspecting an operation from the perspective of a maintainer.
The main goal of a maintainer is to ensure that the collaboration diagram is
written in a way that can be easily changed and maintained. High quality,
therefore, means the conformance to specified design guidelines (low coupling,
high cohesion) and the minimization of complexity.
Locate the collaboration diagram and the pseudocode description for the
operation. Examine the diagram and the descriptions to identify points of
converge from good design practice.
While following the instructions answer the following questions:

1. Are there any ways in which the number of objects, or the number of mes-
sages could be reduced?

2. Are there any cycles of messages in the collaboration diagram?
3. Is there any way in which the control structure of the operation could be

simplified?
4. Do the messages entering an object indicate the possibility of low cohe-

sion (are the messages totally unrelated)?
5. Is there a particularly high number of messages between a pair of objects?
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